www.festivalduhoublon.eu
https://www.facebook.com/festivalhoublon

Conditions of participation
Dates: the next festival will take place from August 22th to 27th, 2023
In order to guarantee the quality of our festival, we require that the groups:
-

come with musicians (the use of tape-recorded music is forbidden)
propose a varied artistic repertoire with different costumes
agree to facilitate one or 2 workshops for children (dance or music during 1 hour)
prepare programmes of 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes
ensure their travels during the festival if they have their own bus
cover their travel costs from their country of origin to France
number of participants: from 20 to 35 maximum (for budget reasons, we will
charge for accommodation costs for each extra-person)
are in charge of applying for a visa 3 month before arrival in France and insurance
(if needed) and covering the costs
certificate of vaccination SARS-CoV

IMPORTANT! For groups who need to apply for a visa, we need all your documents
by the end of May: list of participants, copies of passports, insurance. We will send
these documents to the local department of the Ministry of Labour to get an
authorization you will need for your visa application.

Festival obligations
Our festival will provide for:
accommodation in good conditions (in the boarding schools of the surroundings)
- meals during the week of the festival (from Monday evening to Monday morning
only).
- First medical assistance
- good performance conditions (venue, sound…)
- transport in France or provide compensation for participation in the festival
(corresponding to a package for travel expenses in France, to be discussed with
each group)
- 2 group guids during the week
- Teambuilding moments with the other groups (Off night for groups)
Your group will have:
- 3 hours performance or workshop facilitation maximum in a day
- One day rest during the week (or 2 half days)
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Programme
12 to 15 groups from the 5 continents (approximately 500 artists) are invited each year.
Each group will be programmed once or several times in the following venues. Thanks
for preparing a programme adapted to each venue.

Venue and type of
performance

Duration of programme per group

Big Parade - sunday 27/08
10 000 visitors

60 minutes (parade with several
stops for a 2-3 minutes dance)
then 15 to 20 minute podium
performances

Halle aux Houblons
Dinner-shows
700 to 1000 people per
evening, from Tuesday to
Sunday

25 or 45 minutes

Forum – Open-air
performances (afternoon
and night)
400 to 600 people

30 minutes

Haguenau Theater- Dance
show « From one world to
another»
6 groups will be programmed
(2 groups per evening)

45 minutes

Dance or music workshop for a group of 20 children
from 6 to 11 years old.
During 3 days, 1 000 children participate in a « children
programme” to discover the cultures of the world

60 minutes

Concert with the musicians of your group only

30 minutes

Performances in the senior care homes, youth
centers:
Sunday last show

30 to 60 minutes open air (limited
sound system)
10 to 25 minutes
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